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ABSTRACT

The MATEDOR project develops software technologies and standard APIs, along with a sustainable and portable library, for large-scale computations that can be broken down into very small matrix or tensor computations. The main target of MATEDOR is to accelerate applications from important fields that fit this profile, including deep learning, data mining, astrophysics, image and signal processing, hydrodynamics, and more.
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1 OVERVIEW

MATEDOR is an numerical library that provides optimized batch linear algebra routines on different hardware architectures. The goal of MATEDOR is to achieve performance portability for many applications that require very small matrix and tensor computations. Such applications include machine learning, astrophysics, image processing, and many others.

In addition to achieving high performance on different platforms, MATEDOR focuses on the design of the routine interface. Such an interface serves as a standard candidate for wide adoption by vendors and library developers.

2 INTERFACE OF THE BATCH LINEAR ALGEBRA ROUTINE

MATEDOR provides C interfaces for batched BLAS and LAPACK operations that are very similar to NVIDIA’s cuBLAS library. While the latter provides interfaces for only fixed size problems, MATEDOR provides a separate C interface for variable size batches as well.

As an example, the interface for batched matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) looks like:

```c
void dgemm_batched(
    trans_t transA, trans_t transB,
    int n, int m, int k,
    double alpha, double const * const * dA_array, int ldda,
    double const * const * dB_array, int lldb,
    double beta, double ** dC_array, int ldc,
    int batch, queue_t queue);
```

On the other hand, the variable size API assumes that each matrix has its own size and leading dimension, thus promoting sizes and leading dimensions from scalar arguments to array arguments.

Another direction in this regard is to consider C++ for API standardization. The notions of templates, namespaces, and overloading enable a more flexible API that can cover many divergent C APIs. As an example, the use of the C++ std::vector container has proven to provide maximum flexibility for the interface [1].

```c
namespace blas{
    void gemm(
        vector<blas::Op> const &transA, vector<blas::Op> const &transB,
        vector<int64_t> const &m, vector<int64_t> const &n,
        vector<int64_t> const &k,
        vector<double> const &alpha,
        vector<double> const &dA_array, vector<double> const &dB_array,
        vector<double> const &dC_array,
        int batch, queue_t queue);
}
```

3 IMPACT ON DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS

So far, MATEDOR has been featured in many applications that use batch linear algebra routines, especially on GPU accelerators.

(1) Tensor contractions in high-order FEM, where a sequence of multiplications on very small matrices is carried out in a fused GPU kernel [2, 4]. By providing device-level matrix multiplication APIs that are calllable from a GPU kernel, MATEDOR can increase the arithmetic intensity of an application by fusing many GEMM operations together into one execution context, thus maximizing data reuse. The device-level APIs are designed to work using the same thread configuration, so that they can be used seamlessly into one kernel.
Dense/sparse linear solvers and preconditioners, where batch on sided factorization is of great importance [3, 5]. In general, sparse direct solvers require factorization of many small matrices in parallel. MATEDOR provides the foundation of such solvers through high performance batch LU, QR, and Cholesky factorizations. When the sizes are smaller than a warp size (i.e. 32), MATEDOR uses a single computational kernel that performs the entire factorization, while minimizing memory traffic. Bigger sizes are factorized following a sequence of batch panel factorizations followed by batch updates.

The Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) algorithm has been accelerated using a variable size batch GEMM routine. The application uses a sparse grid DG solver that can solve high-dimensional problems of fusion. The solver, at its core, uses a sparse kronecker product that be formalized using the variable size batch GEMM routine in MATEDOR.

A hierarchical BiCGStab solver has been shown to benefit from a variable size batch GEMV routine [7]. The hierarchical solver is used to accelerate pphBEM, an open-source software package that implements the boundary element method. pphBEM relies on another software package called HACApK, which reduces the cost of solving the linear system by hierarchically compressing the coefficient matrix using adaptive cross approximation. HACApK's linear solver have been ported onto GPU clusters. Since the linear solver core operation is a matrix-vector multiply of a hierarchically compressed matrix, MATEDOR's variable size batch GEMV routine is at the core of the GPU-accelerated version of HACApK.

Deep neural networks heavily rely on optimized batch GEMM routines, for which MATEDOR outperforms cuBLAS on very small sizes [6].

4 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

A broad group of the research community is meeting on a regular basis in order to propose a standard interface of the batched BLAS, touch base with different vendors, and highlight the needs of several applications of interest. More details can be found on http://icl.utk.edu/bblas/.
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